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The mathematical models for dose-response considering non-monotone character of this dose-response
relationship are taking wide application in radiation biology, medicine, toxicology and epidemiology
[1-3]. In particular, the research of such stochastic effects under low levels exposure as carcinogenic
risk has led to the appearance of the so called special term «optimal carcinogenic dose»[4].

Unfortunately, the main shortcoming of the suggested models is their formal character. For instance,
dose-frequency of cancer relationship is generally described within linear-quadratic model including
the exponential multiplier:

P = (aD + bD2) exp f-(cD + dD2)] (1)

where P is the frequency (the absolute risk); D is the dose; a, b, c, d are the empirical parameters.

It is sure possible to describe different non-monotone dose-response relationships by means of this
four-parameter model, but the profound interpretation of empirical parameters included to the correla-
tion is still unsolved. It should be mentioned, that the recent Beninson's work has become the pleasant
exception because Beninson made an attempt to pithily interpret the three-parameter model of the same
type for the epidemiological research [3].

Earlier in 1951 the professor P.V.Terentev, who's the specialist in biometry, formulated the rule of op-
tima [5] on the base of extensive zoological material: «The reaction sign's change while crossing
through optimal zone is the universal biological regularity, covering physiological, taxonometrical
and biogeographic phenomena)). He suggested the equation to be an approximate correlation of his
rule:

x
V = 7

a + bx + cxJ+... (2)
where a, b, c are the empirical parameters, x is the influence, y is the response (the reaction) of the
biosystem.

While looking at the correlation (2) and comparing it with the correlation (1) one can see that the
problem of biological interpretation of parameters a, b, c... is unsolved too. However the value of the
rule of optima, formulated by P.V.Terentev, is doubtless.

It is offered to take the dose-response relationship with alternative change of sign based on the Ver-
hulst's equation [6] as the new model including the rule of optima and having biological basis.

The corresponding differential equations system with initial conditions is following:

NQ for D<D* (3)

N* for D>D* (4)

where N is the number of population's cells (individual) exposed to dose D; N is the derivative ofN;
No and N* are the numbers of cells when D = 0 and D = D* correspondingly; D* is the optimal dose
of system sign's change; /?/, fo, Yu 72 are the so called coefficients of reproduction and inhibition in-
cluded in systems (3), (4).
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After integration of the equations included in system we get the solution, taking into account the initial
conditions:

N =

where Ni = J3i/ yi\

N,
for D<D* (5)

N.

l-{l-NjN*)-exp(-j32[D-D*
for D>D* (6)

where N2 = /32/ y2.

Thus one can see from the equations (5) and (6) that logistic function is the solution of equation (3)
until D < D* and when D = D* the system changes the sign to the opposite and the inverse logistic
function is the solution of equation (4) when D^D*. The quantities Nj and N2 show the co-called
«capacity» of the biosystems [6,7] for each function correspondingly.

On the fig.l the dose-response relationships (5) and (6) are shown. One can see from the fig. 1, that
when D > D* not only the system's sign changes, but the system's dynamic character changes too. On
the fig.2 the dose-response relationships (5) and (6) are shown in the logarithmic coordinates of rela-
tive risk: Yj for (5) and Y2 for (6). In these coordinates the dose-response relationships become the
straight lines and the quantities D* and N* may be easily determined. It should be emphasized that the
rating of curve's parameters at all by the method of least squares on the base of just experimental data
is the complex multiparameter task.

Fig.l. Dose-response relationships is shown in the coordinates N - D
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In conclusion it should be mentioned that the considered mathematical model is suitable not only for
calculation stochastic effects under low level exposure. For instance, in the recent work of E.G.
Tyrsina with co-authors [8] it is shown that after the fibroblast population of Djungarion hamster had
been exposed to high doses of radiation the high-resistant fraction was obtained, which was responsible
for the process of cell's re-population after increasing the dose exposure. These observations prove the
necessity of using the model with alternative change of sign and also explain the well-known phe-
nomenon of the renewal of the cancer growth with the dose exposure increase.
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Fig.2. Dose-response relationship is shown in the logarithmic coordinates YI - D and Y2 - D, where:

Y, = In [(N/Nj) /(I - N/N,)] Y2 = lnfl- (N2/N)]
Y,° = In [(N/No) /(1 - N/No)] Y2° = ln[l- (N2/N*)J)
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Thus side by side with the high attention of radiobiologists to the effects of low level exposure, the
threshold theory and hormesis the responses under high doses may become interesting object for re-
search actually.
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